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Moorshead Magazines Ltd. is 
proud to announce that we are 
celebrating 25 years of publishing  
genealogy magazines, however, 
the milestone is bittersweet. As 
much as we would like to go for-
ward with two genealogy publi-
cations, the events of the last 20 
months have made it necessary 
for us to shift our strategy. Delays 
in printing due to paper and work-
force shortages, as well as trans-
portation and  distribution issues 
brought on by the Pandemic will see Your Genealogy Today 
merged into Internet Genealogy to become a single title effec-
tive with the upcoming Internet Genealogy October/November 
2021 issue. Going forward, your subscription will be switched 
to Internet Genealogy for the duration of what is owed to you 
from your existing subscription to Your Genealogy Today. If 
you currently have a subscription to Internet Genealogy, we 
will extend your subscription by the number of issues owed 
to you from your existing subscription to Your Genealogy  
Today. Please feel free to contact our office if you have any 
questions about this arrangement. Our toll-free number is 
1-888-326-2476.

In this final issue of Your Genealogy Today, we have a great 
line-up brought to us by a mix of regular and new con-
tributors. Here’s a little bit of what you will find inside the  
issue. First time contributor Yvette LaGonterie embarks on 
a journey across the globe to uncover her Antillean roots. 
Joe Grandinetti returns with a look at how letters home by 
Irish emigrants can have a unique relevance for genealogists.  
In our cover feature, Tell Me a Story: Sharing Your Family  
History Aloud, Sue Lisk suggests ideas for getting into oral-
story telling mode when the opportunity arises. And in her 
second piece, Sue looks for the clues that will help us piece 
together an ancestor’s personality. Diane L. Richard  returns 
with Part 2 of her look at Finding Women in Ledgers. Robb 
Gorr laments the passing of the “silent generation” and the 
need to interview senior family members. David A. Norris 
returns with his look at how you might break down  genea-
logical brickwalls with church records. Stephen L.W. Greene’s 
Us and Them looks at why it’s important to go beyond the 
bounds of your own family when doing genealogy research. 
Ed Storey is back with an article intended to help you find 
those hidden fathers in your family tree. Melody Amsel-
Arieli reviews MyHeritage’s Deep Nostalgia, a fascinating 
technology that makes it possible to animate photos of your 
ancestors. Guest columnist Donna Potter Phillips offers her  
congratulations on our milestone. And on the back page Dave 
Obee asks, “Do you have a disaster plan?” Enjoy the issue!
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MILESTONES 

Genealogy Magazines Today!
Donna Potter Phillips lauds 25 years of publishing genealogy  
magazines from Moorshead Magazines Ltd.

Who in America today still reads hold-in-your-
hand magazines? I do! Hubby and I subscribe 

to a dozen different magazines, look forward to  
each and every issue and do read them (mostly) 
cover to cover. And, yes, four of them are genealogy 
magazines. 

In my 40 years of being active in family history,  
magazines have been a big part 
of my genealogical education. 
Remember The Everton Helper? 
Heritage Quest Magazine? Those 
were great in their day. 

Asking that question of “Grand-
ma” Google, she assures me that 
all ages, from young teen to super 
senior, still most certainly do read 
magazines today. With thousands 
of titles to choose from, there is a 
magazine for every interest. (Soap 
Opera Digest? Cigar Aficionado? 
Garden & Gun? UFO Magazine? 
I was amazed at the list.) Who does 
not know of a stack of old National  
Geographics in the basement, closet or 
garage? Everybody grew up with those  
yellow-bordered magazines. Alas, I found  
no genealogy magazines on that list. But 
Your Genealogy Today and Internet  
Genealogy from Moorshead Magazines cer-
tainly should be on that list. 

Where do magazines for family history and gene-
alogy fit into today’s world? Genealogy and family 
history is a hobby, passion or pursuit for many folks 
today. From beginners to seniors, people are asking 
questions about their roots, their cultures and their 
ethnicities. Asking “Grandma” Google again, she 
tells me that genealogy is nearly the #1 hobby today. 
Especially in these COVID-quarantine times, having 
“education” in hand, at home, has been invaluable. 

Leland Meitzler first introduced me to Ed Zapletal  
and Moorshead Magazines: Family Chronicle (now 
Your Genealogy Today), Internet Genealogy and 
History Magazine. Leland told me about “this 
fabulous new magazine” and based on Leland’s  

recommendation, I was sold. I immediately began 
sharing that good news on my various blogs and 
newsletters. It must have made a difference because 
Ed personally thanked me for my help. 

I first met Ed Zapletal in person at the NGS  
Conference in Kansas City, Missouri in May 2008. 

I was an attendee and he was a vendor.  
I’ve known Ed for a good long time. The 
magazines he (and his great crew) offers 
to us genealogists are top-notch. I’ve 
subscribed to all three since ‘Day One’ 
and have benefited greatly and continu-
ally from the education offered between 
those covers. It’s truly a case of “try it, 

you’ll like it.” And I surely liked 
it.

Back in the day when ge-
nealogy education was in its 

infancy, pre-computer, geneal-
ogy magazines were the best, 
and nearly the only way we 
had to get the answers to our 
questions about where to search 

and what to search for. Since 
most of us today realize that all 
the answers we seek are not on-
line, we also realize that we must 
continue to seek those answers.  

Genealogy magazines can, and will, 
do just that: teach us all about the 

different repositories, resources and methodologies, 
and more. 

The future for genealogy magazines is bright and 
shining!   

DONNA POTTER PHILLIPS has been 
learning, doing and teaching  
genealogy since 1975; wrote a weekly 
newspaper column for 15 years; taught 
genealogy through community college 
for 20 years, wrote for most all the major 
genealogy magazines; is an active 

blogger and past president of her local society. Her favorite 
thing is teaching genealogy!
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CHURCH RECORDS

Breaking Down Genealogical 
Brick Walls with Church Records
David A. Norris looks at church records and how they can help in 
getting past research roadblocks

Church records can be a valu-
able source for genealogists. 

Numerous collections of church 
records at Ancestry.com, Family-
Search.org, and elsewhere con-
tain dates of births, marriages, 
and deaths from times long be-
fore local governments kept vital  
records. Beyond these widely 
indexed and available records 
are other potential sources such 
as church minute books, which 
can contain a rich bounty of ge-
nealogical information as well 
as providing a glimpse of social 
history for communities where 
one’s ancestors lived. We’ll take 
a look at some church minute 
books and related sources from 

the US and Canada that are 
available online, and some plac-
es where they can be found.

Record books may start with a 
list of the church membership, 
sometimes divided into males 
and females. The books may also 
contain the names of ministers 
as well as other church officials  
such as deacons, moderators, 
clerks, treasurers, trustees, Sunday  
school and church music teach-
ers; and so on. There can also 
be rosters of church commit-
tees. If the church was part of a 
larger association, it might name 
its delegates to regional or state 
church conventions. 

Membership lists sometimes 

give the dates members joined 
or left the church. In Baptist 
Church records in the South, 
“dismissed” usually means the 
member in question obtained a 
letter of dismission. This was a 
“good reference” that could be 
presented to another church, 
perhaps for a person who was 
moving away, or joining a newly- 
established church closer to their 
home. New members might be 
“received by letter”, meaning 
they transferred from another 
church; or, “received by experi-
ence”, meaning a religious con-
version. Rosters often name the 
churches their members trans-
ferred to or from, and a search 
for records from those churches 
can turn up even more genealog-
ical information.

Minute books from many 19th century 
churches are available at FamilySearch and 
other sources online. (Library of Congress) 

Church minute books can have membership 
lists and other information useful to  
genealogists. (Public domain) 
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CHURCH RECORDS

Even if your ancestor was not a 
member of a hometown church 
with accessible records, they still 
might appear in other church’s 
minute books. Churches that 
dissolved leaving no documen-
tation might appear as echoes in 
minute books of other churches.  
For instance, a new member 
might appear on the roster with 
a note such as “attended old 
Bethel Church which broke up 
years ago”. Visitors from neigh-
boring or “sister” churches could 
be welcomed with a note in the 
minute books.  

If a clergyman traveled out of 
town to perform baptisms, these 
might be included in the home 
church records. The places of bap-
tism might also be listed, whether 
they were churches, homes, or 
perhaps even a hospital. 

From some scattered references 
to my family, even if members of 
a family lived in the same area, 

husbands and wives were not 
necessarily members of the same 
church. Likewise, grown-up chil-
dren who still lived near the  
family “home place” did not 
always attend the church their 
parents belonged to. 

Church records can be a valu-
able source for African-American  
genealogy. In the pre-Civil War 
South, some churches were not 
segregated, but admitted to 
membership whites as well as  
African-Americans, slave and free.  
In such churches, slaves were 
identified with the names of 
their owners. It was not unusual 
for slaves and their owners to  
attend different churches. Some-
times it’s possible to match a pre-
war slave with their post-1865 
surnames from postwar church 
records.

Minute books and other record 
collections might indicate when 
members were admitted. If they 
were “transfers”, records could 
name their previous church, 
which of course might help 
trace an ancestor’s changes of 
residence. The date of leaving to 
transfer membership to another 
church, or a date of death, might 
also appear. 

Breaking church rules could 
result in censure or more severe 
consequences. For example, 19th 
century Baptist churches in the 
South excommunicated or ex-
pelled about two percent of their 
membership each year. Depend-
ing on the denomination’s rules, 
members might be expelled for 
offenses such as excessive drink-
ing, dancing, adultery, seduc-
tion, using profanity, quarreling 
or otherwise breaching the peace, 
or marrying outside the church. 
Quakers could be “read out” of 
their congregations if they vio-
lated the church’s teachings  
on non-violence by attending 
a militia muster or performing 

military service. Generally, mem-
bers who committed less serious 
offenses and sincerely repented 
were usually readmitted to their 
churches. 

Women were usually expelled 
from church if they gave birth 
to an illegitimate child. In such 
cases, there may be a notation in 
the church minutes, and supple-
mentary records in county court 
minute books or similar sources.

Even marriage could, under 
some circumstances, jeopardize 
one’s membership in a church. 
Of course, bigamy was a serious 
offense, but simply marrying 
someone who practiced another 
faith could get someone expelled. 
In the 1898 Centenary Memori-
als of the First Congregational 
Church in Aberdeen Founded in 
George Street, 1798 and Trans-
ferred to Belmont Street 1865, we 
find the following entry from a 
minute book, “1st July 1800 – A 
sister was charged with having 
married on the Lord’s Day. She 
was restored to church privileges 
on her ‘seeing it to be a sin, and 
if she had to do it again would 
not do it’”. 

Religious newspapers can also 
be helpful. In 1860, 287 of the 
4,051 newspapers published in 
the US were of a religious nature. 
For example, the Biblical Recorder  
has been the newspaper of the 
North Carolina State Baptist 
Convention since 1833. If you 
had Baptist ancestors who lived 
in that state, you might want to 
visit the searchable collection of 
the Biblical Recorder at the Spe-
cial Collections and Archives 
at Wake Forest University’s Z. 
Smith Reynolds Library at http://
digital.olivesoftware.com/Olive/
APA/Wakeforest. While searching 
some of my family names, I came 
across a 1923 article about the 
centennial of the Holly Springs 
Church in Wake County, North 

Ancestors who were baptized by out-of-town 
ministers might be named in the record 
books of their home churches. (Library of 
Congress)
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Carolina that mentioned quite a 
few of them. 

In the 19th century religious 
papers, church-related charitable 
donor lists are a rich source of 
ancestor’s names. Even secular 
newspapers might have church-
related genealogical material, 
such as history articles about 
early churches and ministers in 
the area, or lists of students at 
Sunday school events.

Also at Wake Forest, you can 
find 20 more newspapers in the 
North Carolina Baptist News-
paper Collection at https://zsr. 
wfu.edu/special/collections/nc-ba 
ptist/newspapers. And, at https:// 
wakespace.lib.wfu.edu/handle/10 
339/63998, they offer the North 
Carolina Baptist Church Records,  
which includes digitized minute  
books and other records from 118  
North Carolina Baptist churches. 

It was a pleasure to browse 
through some of these record 
books, which were beautifully 
scanned in color. With a bit of 
luck, tailoring an online archive 
search to your own family histo-
ry might turn up some valuable 
record sources.

Besides genealogical infor-
mation, church records might 
preserve memories of events  
affecting the local community. 
An entry in the Holly Springs 
Church minutes noted on De-
cember 10, 1831, “No confer-
ence because of a great Hail  
and Ice at that time”. In April 
1865, the same church missed 
a meeting because the Home 
Guard was called out in the final 
days of the Civil War. During  
the same war, my ancestors who 
attended Hanging Dog Church 
in Cherokee County, North  
Carolina, missed several Sundays 
of church when services were 
cancelled because of cavalry  
raiders sweeping through the 
area. 

FamilySearch.org’s card catalog 
is a good place to look for digi-
tized church records, and there 
are some synagogue records as 
well. Their collection of church 
records has extensive coverage 
in North America, Latin Amer-
ica, and Europe. Many reels are 
confined to vital records such as 
births and christenings; marriag-
es; and deaths and burials, but 

there are many sources for more 
detailed church records as well. 
The reels you want might not 
be indexed, but although brows-
ing them can take some time, 
you may find in-laws or cous-
ins of the ancestors who you’re 
looking for. Some state archives, 
and collected and universities, 
also have digitized church min-
ute books for historical and ge-
nealogical research. Many such 
records have been transcribed 
and published online or in book 
form, or in genealogical jour-
nals. And, significant bits and 
pieces of minute books appear in 
church histories.

In counties where there are 
gaps in traditional genealogical 
sources, church records might 
offer a way of replacing miss-
ing data. Before governments 
made collecting vital statistics 
standard, churches were often 
the only institutions compil-
ing birth, marriage, and death 
records. A church membership 
roster can partially stand in 
for missing census records, at 
least of local folks of a particu-
lar denomination. Likewise, in 
a “burned county” where deed 
and will books were destroyed 
in a courthouse fire or other di-
saster, church minute books can 
provide some remnant records of 
the local community. 

Although it’s often a matter of 
chance whether or not records of 
a family’s ancestral churches or 
synagogues are available online 
or in print, it is very rewarding 
for the family historian who can 
find them   

DAVID A. NORRIS 
is a regular  
contributor to  
Your Genealogy 
Today, Internet 
Genealogy and 
History Magazine.

Church minute books might mention non-church events, such as snowstorms that cancel ser-
vices. (Library of Congress)
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STORYTELLING

Tell Me a Story: Sharing Your 
Family History Aloud
Sue Lisk suggests ideas for getting into oral-story telling mode 
when the opportunity arises

She never had to ask for a story. 
One was always forthcoming 

– captivating, comforting, or of-
tentimes both. This was a hall-
mark of the storyteller.

But one evening, the tables 
were turned and upended, and 
the storyteller requested a tale. 

She was taken aback. She 
hadn’t thought to stash a story 
in her backpack. So, she had to 
delve into a hidden pocket and 
extract the odds and ends she 
found there to try to concoct 
something worthwhile.     

Just as requests for stories can 
take us unawares, so can good 
stories. We may have been wise 

enough, as family historians, to 
take note of the outlines of these 
tales about our ancestors when 
we discovered them. Yet we 
might not really know how to 
tell stories concerning our rela-
tives and their lives, especially 
when we’ll be sharing the tales 
aloud. 

Here are a few ideas to help you 
shift into oral-storytelling mode 
when unexpected opportunities 
arise to recount stories from your 
family history research. 

The Situation
When someone requests a story, 
you may frequently be taken by 

surprise. Fortunately, this will 
usually happen in an informal 
context. 

The request would likely come 
from someone you know well, 
like a child, a sibling, or a par-
ent. In this case, the storytelling 
will be far easier than if the per-
son is a relative you barely know. 
You’re more likely to be familiar 
with the interests and personal-
ity of a close family member.

When crafting your story, 
you’ll need to consider a number 
of things, some of which you’ll 
take into account almost auto-
matically. For instance, a child, 
particularly a young one, will be 
interested in hearing a different 
sort of tale than an adult would. 
But maybe an elderly person suf-
fering from dementia or an adult 
who is ill would appreciate hear-
ing a relatively simple story, just 
as a child would. Naturally, that 
doesn’t mean you would neces-
sarily tell the story in the same 
way in each of these situations.

If you’ll be sharing a tale in 
person, you may have a sense 
of what sort of mood the person 
is in, which can help you tailor 
your story to the occasion. Is the 
person sad? Angry? Frustrated? 
Fearful? Relaxed? 

You’ll determine the path your story follows, 
and often only you will know where, when, 
and how it will end. Journeying along a 
country road. (Bob Bretzlaff)
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But if you’re telling the story 
over the phone, you might not 
be as sure of the person’s state of 
mind. In this instance, it might 
be a good idea to converse with 
the person a bit before begin-
ning your tale. This could give 
you a sense of how the person is 
feeling. 

You’ll also need to judge how 
much time you’ll have to work 
with. If time is short, you won’t 
be able to recount a long, com-
plicated tale. But even long sto-
ries can often be condensed into 
briefer accounts without dimin-
ishing their value and appeal.

The Subject
At times, the person requesting a 
story may have a general topic in 
mind. A child, in particular, may 
have an idea as to what she or 
he would like to hear about. Ani-
mals, whether pets or otherwise, 
are often a favorite subject.

You might know a few sto-
ries about pets or animals your 
ancestors or relatives owned or  
encountered. But sometimes a 
family tradition involving ani-
mals could work as well. 

Let’s say that some of your rela-
tives were from Asturias, a region 
in northwestern Spain. You may 
be aware that pig roasts were very 
popular there, and you might 

be able to tell an intriguing tale 
about the process involved and 
the associated festivities. Now, 
if you’re going to tell the story 
to a child who loves to dissect 
frogs, this could be a wonderful 
topic. But if the child is squea-
mish about such things, or loves 
Wilbur the Pig, a character from 
E. B. White’s novel, Charlotte’s 
Web, this would probably be a 
poor choice.

When you’re dealing with an 
adult listener, you’d likely try 
to find a subject that appeals 
to the person concerned. Per-
haps you’d describe how your 
grandmother made butter using  
a butter churn or what your 
great grandaunt’s kitchen was 
like to someone with an inter-
est in cooking. Maybe you could 
describe the first time your par-
ents saw the Northern Lights to 
someone who has never experi-
enced the phenomenon.

A listener-to-be might even 
suggest a story that he or she is 
already somewhat familiar with. 
The individual might want to 
confirm portions of the story or 
hear the tale recounted in great-
er detail. To do so, you could 
review the basic storyline, and 
then expand on aspects such as 
the specific location where the 
story took place or the circum-
stances surrounding the tale. 
You might even be able to retell 
it from a possible point of view 
of one of the individuals in the 
story. But if you want to try this, 
make it clear that you’re using 
your imagination in this regard.

In some instances, you might 
wish to tell young listeners oth-
er stories in the future about a 
particular relative or branch of 
the family, stories about certain 
childhood adventures, or stories 
that took place on your grand-
parents’ farm, for example. You 
could suggest sharing other tales 

When telling a story out loud, your voice can 
be a powerful instrument to rely on to help 
you convey your story effectively. A singing  
mountaineer focuses intensely on voice  
control in northern Albania, c. 1921.  
(Library of Congress)

You may choose to tell only part of a longer 
story, highlighting some unusual aspect  
you feel suits the occasion. A fire rainbow,  
a type of rainbow seldom seen.  
(Photo courtesy of author)  
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of this type on other occasions, 
as if it were a “series”. 

Howard R. Garis, in his col-
lection of bedtime stories titled 
Uncle Wiggily’s Rheumatism, in-
troduced this suggestion of oth-
er tales yet to come remarkably 
well. The story “Uncle Wiggily 
and Arabella Chick” ends in this 
way: “And in the next chapter, if 
the cream jug doesn’t step on the 
hot coffee pot’s toes and make it 
burn the sugar bowl, I’ll tell you 
about Uncle Wiggily and the 
school bell.”

But whether you present the 
idea in a whimsical or straight-
forward manner, children may 
be thrilled to know you’d like to 
share more tales with them an-
other day.

The Elements
Telling family history stories in 
informal settings, and perhaps 
on the spur of the moment, of-
fers you quite a bit of freedom 
as a storyteller. You can be cre-
ative as to how you recount your 
tales. You might base a story on 
a simple idea or event and then  

expand on it. You’ll often need 
to provide some historical con-
text to make sure your story 
makes sense to your listeners.

One of the things you’ll have to 
be aware of when telling a story 
aloud is how you use your voice. 
If you’re enthusiastic about the 
story you’re telling, much of the 
rest will take care of itself. You’ll 
need to be careful not to speak 
too rapidly, however. You may 
tend to speed up as you become 
engrossed in your tale. And if 
you’re relaxed as you speak, 
you’ll naturally tend to vary the 
pitch of your voice so it will hold 
your listeners’ attention.

Consider a number of possi-
bilities when it comes to voice 
control. Remember that you 
can purposely vary the volume 
of your words. To build up to a 
suspenseful moment, you might 
begin to speak very quietly or 
even whisper. To encourage your 
listeners to ponder a key point in 
your story, you could pause for 
a few moments. If you’re tell-
ing a story involving a relative 
you’ve known, there might be 

an opportunity for you to try 
to imitate the person’s voice, if 
it was distinctive. Or you might 
attempt to reproduce the per-
son’s style of speech, perhaps in-
cluding some of the individual’s  
favorite phrases or sayings.

You’ll capture your listeners’ 
attention if you can help them 
visualize the places and people 
and situations you describe. 

Include colorful details, but 
only enough to paint a picture 
of the scene for them. And when 
possible, try to describe more 
than what a location, object or 
person looked like. Make an ef-
fort to appeal to other senses. 

Describe the feel of the dust 
that entered your grandfather’s 
clothes, eyes and ears as he 
worked harvesting and baling 
hay with his neighbors. Describe 
the buzzing frenzy of mosqui-
toes that attacked your relative 
who worked as a geologist one 
summer in Alaska. 

But keep your story moving,  
and control its direction and 
rhythm; don’t ramble. At a lis-
tener’s request, you can always 
go back and supply further  
detail. 

The details you choose to include in your tale should help it come to life for your listeners. An 
architectural detail from a building in New York, NY, Carol M. Highsmith. (Library of Congress)

You might elucidate unknown elements in your 
story by comparing them with others your lis-
teners would be familiar with. Size comparison 
of the ocean liner “Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse” 
to well-known buildings and structures, ca. 
1899. (Library of Congress) 
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Show how the people in your 
story felt through the things 
they do or say. Perhaps shar-
ing a snatch of conversation, 
real or imagined, could express 

a relative’s likely reaction and 
thoughts at a particular time.  

If you’re going to describe 
something from the past that 
your listeners are unfamiliar 

with, try to compare it to some-
thing they know well, whether 
in terms of size, sound, or a com-
bination of features.    

Whenever you have the 
chance, try to collect family sto-
ries and jot down the details as 
you encounter them. The shar-
ing of tales, whether humorous 
or serious, should be an enjoy-
able exercise, and one that can 
create enduring bonds with your 
listeners. 

With a little practice, you’ll be 
an expert storyteller in no time.  

 

Consider adding humorous touches to otherwise serious tales. The sign for Sharp’s Kissing 
Bridge contains the humorous detail, “Bridge’s Don’t Talk”, Carol M. Highsmith.  
(Library of Congress)
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ANTILLEAN RESEARCH

Conceived Through Reconciliation: 
Birth of a Passion
Yvette LaGonterie embarks on a journey  
to uncover her Antillean roots
Images from author’s collection

Every family historian has an  
answer to the query, “How did 

you get started? My search began 
in 1998 when I received an email 
with a one-word question in the 
subject line, “Cousins?” This un-
expected message led me to a 
gaggle of new relatives from all 
over the world, including cousin 
Marie, the family matriarch. 

I was living in Mexico City. The 
email introduction came from 
my third cousin, Cathy, in Arizo-
na. In my reply, I confirmed that 
I am a descendant of the relative 
her great-uncle had mentioned 
to her. Cathy explained that she 
was working with her Aunt Marie  
to uncover our mutual family 
history. Having always been cu-
rious about the origins of my un-
usual surname, I agreed to help. 
Marie, then in her late 70s, was 
excited to have found my branch 
of the family. We met by tele-
phone and began to correspond. 
She was born in Brooklyn, lived 
much of her early adult life in 
New Jersey, then moved with her 
husband to retire in Arizona. Her 
niece moved from New York to 
join her some years later.

My father, Donald, and Marie 
were second cousins. They were 
born in New York City in the 
same year, 1919, but they never 
met. In fact, until just a few years 

Marie Lagonterie Verde on her 100th birthday with family photos on the wall behind her.
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prior, Marie had not known that 
our arm of the family existed. 
My paternal grandfather, Ralph, 
and Marie’s father, Louis, were 
first cousins born on the Carib-
bean island of St. Lucia. Louis 
emigrated alone to New York 
City in 1912; Ralph arrived in 
1913. Although just a teenager, 
Louis made his way in Brooklyn 
all on his own. According to the 
arrival manifest1, Ralph was 16 
when his mother dropped him 
off to live with her sister in Man-
hattan. She then returned to her 
husband in St. Lucia. We do not 
know if Ralph and Louis ever 
made contact in New York. 

Years before the dawn of the 
world wide web, Marie began her 
research with an interview of her 
father’s younger brother. He told 
family stories that included his 
first cousins – my grandfather, 

Ralph, and his sister, Mildred. 
Through her uncle, Marie ob-
tained a copy of her grandmoth-
er’s journal, flush with informa-
tion about the extended family. 
She visited the convent in New 
Jersey where her father’s elder 
half-sister had lived as a nun. 
Marie traveled to St. Lucia, then 
corresponded with a priest there 
who obtained family records for 
her from the parish archives. She 
reviewed many rolls of film at 
her local Latter Day Saints (LDS) 
family history center and even 
visited the LDS library in Salt 
Lake City to conduct research.

In 1999, Marie, Cathy, and I 
made plans to finally meet face-
to-face in Paris. My mother and 
Marie’s daughter and brother, 
Albert, joined us. It was a happy 
first family reunion. After tour-
ing Paris, we traveled southwest 

by train to visit the commune 
that bears our rare surname,  
LaGonterie. The commune is in 
a Perigord, an ancient province 
now situated in the French De-
partment of Dordogne in the 
Aquitaine region. Once in Dor-
dogne, while the others toured 
the ruins of the Roman province 
of Périgueux, Cathy and I went 
to work in the Dordogne De-
partmental archives (Archives 
départmentales de la Dordogne2).  
There we learned that the mean-
ing of our surname is “from the 
domain of the Gontier.” The name 
was originally “de la Gonterie”  
and first appears in the region’s 
records in the seventeenth cen-
tury. By the beginning of the 
eighteenth century, some bear-
ers of the name had dropped the 
“de” and began spelling it as one 
word, Lagonterie. Gontier had 
been another common surname 
in the area.

We located one record in the 
archives indexed3 under our 
last name, a procedure crimi-
nelle which reported that Aubin  
Lagonterie was convicted in 
1740 of a homicide committed 
in Saint-Priest-des-Fougeres, and, 
in a local judicial proceeding, he 
was banished. Upon hearing this, 
Marie and her brother laughed 
and decided that Aubin must be 
the scoundrel who brought our 
name to the West Indies. 

After strolling through Bran-
tome, the historic and beauti-
ful town where we lodged in a 
charming BnB, we enjoyed a de-
licious dinner along the Dronne 
River in the shadow of a 12th-Ralph LaGonterie with sons Harry and Donald.

1“New York Passenger Arrival Lists (Ellis Island), 1892-1924”, database with images,  
FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JJ99-WML : 16 August 2019), Ralph Lagonterie, 1913.

2 Website for Archives départementales de la Dordogne: https://archives.dordogne.fr/

3 ARCHIVES DÉPARTEMENTALES DE LA DORDOGNE, RÉPERTOIRE NUMÉRIQUE de la Sous-série 2 E (Titres féodaux — Titres de 
famille), TOME II (Grands fonds, articles 2 E 1795 à 1853) DRESSÉ PAR Noël BECQUART Directeur des Services d’Archives,  
IMPRIMERIE MODERNE PÉRIGUEUX — 1961 —, p. 127, #539. <p><QC><G>ARCHIVES DEPARTEMENTALES DE LA DORDOGNE</
G>, number 539
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century Romanesque bell tower 
that soars above the town’s re-
markable Benedictine abbey. The 
following day, we headed to visit 
tiny Lagonterie-Bouleneix. After 
entering its 12th-century chapel 
and the cemetery, we stopped by 
the town hall. The mayor, called 
in from his farm, informed us 
that none of the 230 inhabitants 
of the charming hamlet carried 
our surname.

The next day, we set off to 
the picturesque village of Saint-
Priest-des-Fougeres to find out 
more about Aubin. After tak-
ing in the splendor of the many 
stone manor houses in the vil-
lage, we made queries at the 
town hall. Our review of regis-
tries found that many Lagonter-
ies lived there in the 17th and 
18th centuries, but no one in the  

village still used the name. Driv-
ing through the rolling hills of 
this rural area, we imagined our 
ancestors working the limestone-
rich land, but we hoped that 
they’d lived in one of the many 
imposing castles that emerged 
on the hilltops as we advanced 
through the province. 

After a weekend touristing in 
the spectacular area, my mother 
and I separated from Marie and 
the others. They went on to Swit-
zerland, where they had a grand 
get-together with newly discov-
ered relatives on their maternal 
line. My mother and I toured 
Bordeaux.

I next saw Marie and Cathy in 
2006 when I hosted a Lagonte-
rie family reunion at my moth-
er’s home on Long Island, New  
York. About forty, across four 

generations, born in at least 
five countries, attended. In the 
intervening years, we renewed 
contact with some relatives and, 
through research and dogged 
outreach, located many more  
descendants of the St. Lucia  
Lagonterie clan. This effort gen-
erated more cousins and much 
more family history. 

Although the story of the ban-
ished murderer Aubin Lagonterie  
was recounted, I doubted that he 
was our ancestor. When more re-
cords were online, I found on the 
Centre d’Entraide Généalogique 
de Franche-Comté (CEGFC) 
website that Aubin was not only 
banished, but served a harsh sen-
tence in France4. I requested the 
prison record from the contact 
listed on the website. A copy and 
transcript of the original 1740 
Fiche de Condamnation were 
promptly provided. It showed 
that, as a result of his convic-
tion, the Parlament of Bordeaux 
sentenced him to serve five years 
laboring in the notorious ships’ 
galleys in Marseille. His record 
was maintained in the infamous 
Toulon prison (made infamous 
by Les Miserables). The record 
includes an annotation report-
ing his death in 1773 in a French 
maritime hospital. Aubin had 
not migrated to the Caribbean. 

A few years later, I saw Marie 
during her visit to Washington, 
DC. This encounter prompted 
me to look again for who brought 
our French name to St. Lucia. 
When I searched for Lagonterie 
in Google Books this time, the  
name popped up in volumes 
of A List of the Officers of the 
Army and the Corps of the Royal 
Marines5. These annual reports 

Marie, Albert, and Cathy seated on a bench in Saint-Priest des Fougeres.

4 Centre d’Entraide Généalogique de Franche-Comté (CEGFC) data base of prisoners, page of L surnames :  
www.cegfc.net/www/histoire/bagnards/bagL.html

5 A List of the Officers of the Army and of the Corps of Royal Marines, Volume 48, p. 342 By Great Britain. War Office. Some 
volumes are available on Hathi Trust.
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listed all officers in the British  
military. Voila! I found a Lieu-
tenant Charles Lagonterie serv-
ing in the Ninth West India 
Regiment of the Foot in 1799. I 
learned that some military ser-
vice records are available in the 
British National Archives in Kew, 
London. I posted questions in a 
chat group for Napoleonic War 
researchers6. A kind stranger 
in the chat group sent screen-
shots of Lt. Lagonterie’s service 
records. These confirmed that 
he, with his regiment, occupied 
Vieux Fort in St. Lucia during pe-
riods of British control between 
1796-1801. 

Others in the group directed 
me to information about that 
regiment’s fascinating origin. In 
1794, the regiment was raised in 
the French Caribbean colony of 
Guadalupe by Lieutenant Colo-
nel Louis-Paul Drouault, a French 
royalist, to fight with the British 
against the French revolutionary  

army. In short, the French rev-
olutionary forces intended to 
take over the French Caribbean 
islands from the French royal-
ists; the British also desired to 
gain control of the strategically 
important and sugar-rich French 
islands during the chaos; and 
the freedom fighting brigands 
were mounting guerilla war to 
retain the revolution’s promised 
end to slavery. The regiment, 
also known as Drouault’s Rang-
ers, was composed of about 300 
mostly mixed-race and black 
French West Indians7. Drouault, 
however, was a white upperclass-
man fleeing Victor Hugue’s fero-
cious guillotine that beheaded 
scores of his contemporaries in 
Guadalupe. 

Lt. Lagonterie’s assignment 
in Vieux Fort, St. Lucia, during 

this tumultuous era corresponds 
to the birth of Charles Lagonte-
rie to Eugenie Calliandre, a free 
woman of color, in the same city. 
We had already documented our 
ancestry directly to Eugenie and 
her son, Charles, through bap-
tismal, marriage, death, and no-
tarial records obtained from the 
parish and the St. Lucia National 
Archives. In addition, my review 
of the 1811 census of St. Lucia, 
held in the British National Ar-
chives at Kew, showed that Eug-
enie was living alone with her 
son in Vieux Fort on property 
she owned. Given that there is 
no other record of a Lagonterie 
on St. Lucia in that era or prior, it 
is easy to deduce that Lt. Charles 
Lagonterie fathered his name-
sake, Charles Lagonterie Jr, and 
is, thus, our ancestor.

Charles Feissal Lagonterie photo portrait.

6 The Napolean Series: French Royalists in the 1794 Battle of Martinique, Oct 14 -21, 2011.  
www.napoleon-series.org/cgi-bin/forum/archive2011_config.pl?md=read;id=129249. 

7 Chartrand, René. “BLACK CORPS IN THE BRITISH WEST INDIES, 1793-1815.” Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research, 
vol. 76, no. 308, 1998, pp. 249.

The author, Yvette LaGonterie, with Marie LaGonterie Verde on the occasion of Marie’s 100th 
birthday in 2019.
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The notarial records from St. Lucia provided 
a wealth of information about generations of 
the family’s properties, occupations, debts, and 
extended relationships. The records include 
lengthy marriage contracts, the legitimization of 
children, probates and wills, mortgages that list 
all parties with interest in the property, deeds, 
trustees for children, and more. Married names, 
spouses, and maiden names of in-laws were un-
covered. This helped find more members of the 
extended family. 

The last time I saw Marie was on January 8, 
2019, at her 100th birthday party in Phoenix, Ari-
zona. A wall in her home was devoted to pictures 
of her ancestors. Included in the array is a copy 
of the cabinet card photo of our mutual ancestor, 
Charles Feissal Lagonterie (1832-1914), grandson 
of the lieutenant. Sadly, less than four months 
later, on April 28, Marie transitioned to join the 
ancestors. I am thankful to cousin Marie for in-
spiring me to engage in the genealogical calling; 
I have documented my ancestry in the Caribbe-
an to the 1600s. However, I am most inspired by 
Marie’s 100 years of spunk and eternally grateful 
for her love and friendship.    

Yvette in the St. Lucia National Archives 2008.
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The Passing of  
The Silent Generation
Robbie Gorr looks at the necessity of interviewing  
senior family members

The biggest regret most gene-
alogists and family historians 

have is not gathering all the in-
formation they could from old-
er family members before they 
passed. “If only I had started 
when I was younger…” “If only 
I had gotten them to identify 
those old photos…” “If only I 
had asked them while I had the 
chance…” “If only I had writ-
ten down everything they told 
me…” Every year that passes sees 
another leaf fall from the family 
tree and before you know it, the 
top of the tree will be bare and 
another generation gone with 
the wind. The Silent Generation 
is now the oldest generation still 
living, save for some few cen-
tenarians, but before they are  

Depression and the hard uncer-
tain years of World War II and 
their behaviours were based on 
their experiences during these 
times. A childhood of depriva-
tion and extremes turned a gen-
eration of children into thrifty 
and economic adults who were 
conservative and traditional in 
their values and who wanted 
nothing more than a safe and 
comfortable life. 

Today, the survivors of the 
Silent Generation are aged be-
tween seventy-five and ninety-
five years old. Just imagine what 
they have observed, encountered 
and learned in eight or nine de-
cades of life experience and what 
family tales of past generations, 
told to them in childhood and 
young adulthood, are held in 
their memories. In a way, the 
elderly are the living custodi-
ans and caretakers of our family 
tradition, knowledge and his-
tory. There is a time-honored 
adage that says when an old per-
son dies, a library burns to the 
ground. It is impossible to gauge 
how much valuable information 
is lost when this occurs, but it 
is a lesson brought home to me 
lately by one particular personal 
incident.

It may be important for your family history 
research to interview senior family members 
to hear their stories, learn from their  
memories and record their knowledge while 
you have the opportunity. (Photo by edanley 
on Creative Commons)

silenced forever, it may not be 
too late to hear their stories, 
learn from their memories and 
record their knowledge.

The Silent Generation refers to 
the cohort of children born be-
tween the years 1925 and 1945, a 
period of history that witnessed 
over fifty million live births. It 
was a time when children were 
supposed to be well-mannered 
and well-behaved, to be seen 
but not heard. A Time maga-
zine article in 1951 described 
this generation as “unimagina-
tive, withdrawn, unadventurous, 
and cautious” and for the first 
time coined the phrase “the Si-
lent Generation”. But these chil-
dren had grown up in the lean 
and despondent years of the  
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Just weeks after my mother’s 
recent passing at the age of 
eighty-six, we found in a box 
in her room, a photo that was 
clearly of her younger brother 
as a teenager in the 1950s with 
a young woman. My first usual 
response would have been to 
ask my mother to identify the 
young lady, but the realization 
that she was gone ruefully regis-
tered that such questions would 
never now be answered and that 
I had lost a vital source of family 
information which I had always 
taken for granted. Fortunately, 
my mother’s younger sister, aged 
eighty-one, is still living and 
eventually I was able to learn the 
answer from her. But this one 
small incident also made me fur-
ther realize that my time is lim-
ited with this last remaining of 
my mother’s siblings as well as 
the necessity and exigency to re-
cord all that I can, while I can, of 
her memories and stories.

What Should You Ask?
Questions are important and 
there is so much you could ask 
any senior about their life, their 
family and their family’s his-
tory. Your hope may be to have  

multiple opportunities to revisit 
and conduct ongoing interviews, 
but the reality may be something 
different. And so it is vital to pri-
oritize and select what is most 
important to ask as you may only 
have one opportunity. Questions 
should be a combination of spe-
cific queries to determine those 
particularly important answers 
and open-ended inquiries like 
“tell me about a time when…” 
or “what was it like growing up 
in…” to allow them to share sto-
ries that are important to them.

Of course, you will want to 
know all the genealogical ba-
sics. Requesting names, dates 
of births, marriages, divorces, 
deaths and immigration, if ap-
plicable, as well as information 
about the places where all such 
occurred should top the list. But 
you will also want to include 
questions about family customs, 
traditions, holiday celebrations 
and cultural influences. It might 
also be important to probe mem-
ories for information about fami-
ly relationships and connections 
that only family members would 
know. These stories and anec-
dotes will add flesh to the bare 
bones of any genealogy, but may 

also provide critical clues for fur-
ther research or significant de-
tails to overcome some research 
roadblock.

Learning about the life and 
times of any family member, in-
cluding information about their 
education, work history and the 
historical highlights of their life-
time, should also be part of any 
interview. In fact, any oppor-
tunity to spontaneously dig a 
little deeper and probe answers,  
follow tangents of interest and 
ask new questions may provide 
unexpected responses and un-
foreseen intelligence.

How Should You Prepare?
Preparation is the key to a suc-
cessful interview and there are 
several points to consider. In 
addition to a list of prioritized 
questions, it is important to 
think about the logistics of the 
interview. The Silent Generation 
tend to be tech-challenged so do 
not expect them to be familiar 
with Smart phones, laptops or 
other storage or communica-
tion devices. They are, instead, 
more accustomed to dealing 
with people eye-to-eye on a first-
hand basis and often have great 

left: Questions should be a combination of specific queries to determine those particularly important answers and open-ended inquiries that allow 
them to share stories that are important to them. (Photo by fabola on Creative Commons) right: Preparation is the key to a successful interview so 
plan ahead how you can create a comfortable relaxed setting and maximize communication skills. (Photo by basykes on Creative Commons)
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what you have already learned as 
it may be different to what they 
know or have been told. Spend 
your time allowing them to talk. 
Show interest and listen careful-
ly. Maintain eye contact and pro-
vide encouragement with nods 
and smiles. If the conversation 
diverges too far from your pur-
pose, then it may be necessary to 
refocus with a new question.

The interview need not be a 
formal stationary sit-down ses-
sion. You might also consider 
creating a relaxed and informal 
atmosphere by doing some ac-
tivity alongside them like going 
for a walk, baking, playing cards 
or even knitting while you talk.  
Considering the comfort and 
needs of the person you will be 
speaking with will ensure a more 
successful interview and set up 
the potential for further meetings.

Prompting With Artifacts
In addition to your list of ques-
tions, you may also want to bring 
along some family-related arti-
facts such as photographs, scrap-
books, documents or heirloom  

objects like jewelry, medals, chi-
na or even a family Bible. Such 
objects may help stimulate mem-
ories and prompt conversation. 
It may also add to the ease of 
your interview through a relaxed 
examination of the artifacts. And 
make sure you ask for help in 
identifying any unknown people 
in those old family photos.

It could also be a useful intro-
duction for requesting to see any 
old photos, documents or mem-
orabilia that might be in the  
possession of your subject. Don’t 
forget to inquire about any sto-
ries connected to the artifacts as 
there are always anecdotes asso-
ciated with heirlooms that have 
been saved. And be prepared 
with a camera or portable scan-
ner to make on-the-spot copies 
of any new or interesting items, 
with the owner’s permission, of 
course.

Deflections,  
Digressions & Detours
Be perceptive to subtle or veiled 
deflections in response to certain 
questions. These may be signals 

interpersonal skills. As a result, 
one-on-one interviewing may 
be best, if possible, to maximize 
your interview results. It may 
also reduce distractions and if 
you are not overly familiar with 
the senior then a silent partner, 
perhaps some mutual friend or 
another family member more  
familiar to them, may be useful 
to help them feel more at ease.

Choose a time and place that 
is convenient for the person 
you are interviewing. A relaxed 
and comfortable setting is rec-
ommended and a quiet envi-
ronment may be preferable to 
reduce the chance of interrup-
tions. You should explain your 
purpose and ask permission to 
record and document the inter-
view, whether it is accomplished 
with handwritten notes or, more 
valuably for future use, by audio 
or video recording of the session.

Carefully consider your conver-
sation techniques. Speak slowly  
and enunciate clearly. Produc-
ing a rapid succession of ques-
tions may be off-putting so in-
stead think of the interview as 
a friendly discussion allowing 
time for them to fully respond to 
one query at a time. Do not use 
all your scheduled time telling 

Don’t forget to explain your purpose and 
ask permission to record and document the 
interview. (Photo by cogdogblog on Creative 
Commons)

Examining photo albums and other family memorabilia may facilitate your interview as well as 
stimulate memories and prompt stories. (Photo by Plutor on Creative Commons)
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that there is something they do 
not wish to discuss, a family se-
cret or scandal or just informa-
tion they consider too personal. 
The Silent Generation can be tra-
ditionalists who value old-time 
morals and values and prefer to 
maintain a semblance of confor-
mity and convention. Forcing  
such conversations might cause 
concern, stress or anxiety and 
could derail the remainder of 
your interview. It is best to re-
spectfully move on.

Although you may have a  
solid plan for any interview, you 
should always expect the unex-
pected. If the conversation di-
gresses from topics on your list 
of prepared questions, it is advis-
able to allow some leeway and let 
your participant speak freely as 
these detours have the potential 
to lead to interesting new infor-
mation and previously unheard 
stories. You always have the abil-
ity to redirect the interview to 
your original plan if it goes too 
far astray or too long off-course.

Are You Finished?
Time is an important factor in 
your interview plan, especially 
with elderly or indisposed fam-
ily members. While you don’t 
want your meeting to run too 
long or for energy to run out, 
you still want to achieve many 
of the goals that you have pre-
pared. Flexibility is a beneficial 
asset since you may have to end 
an interview precipitously. Even 
if you should have a successful 
encounter, there are always more 
questions to ask and more in-
formation to gather and record. 
Hopefully you will have the op-
portunity to schedule another 
meeting to continue. 

Do not neglect to thank them 
for their time and for sharing in-
formation and stories. Everyone, 
not only the elderly, wants to 

know that they have been both 
helpful and useful, but the Silent 
Generation particularly appreci-
ates the expected social conven-
tions. 

If you have the opportunity, 
one supplemental plan of a future 
interview might include the col-
lection of a DNA sample. Since 
every successive generation inher-
its only half of their DNA from a 
parent, the DNA of older genera-
tions are keys to even more dis-
tant ancestors and wider cousin 
connections. Like the family his-
tory, knowledge and traditions 
they hold in their memories, their 
physical bodies are also the repos-
itories of our genetic heritage and, 
therefore, subject to the same loss 
with their passing.

Family interviews may pro-
vide you not only with personal 
memories and the opportunity 
to learn more about your fam-
ily history, but also to collect 
valuable information and tools 
for future genealogical research. 
Every week the local newspa-
per seems to contain several  
obituaries of elderly residents. 

The Silent Generation is passing 
quickly and there is no time to 
vacillate and prevaricate. Time 
is your foe and procrastination 
is your nemesis. Don’t put off 
until tomorrow what you can  
accomplish today and avoid a fu-
ture full of regrets and irretriev-
ably lost family information. If 
you have the chance, then make 
the opportunity. Put down this 
magazine and get yourself going 
forthwith and posthaste. Send 
a card, compose a letter or an 
email, make a phone or video 
call or arrange a visit. Start right 
now, Generation Z! GFI, Millen-
nials! Get moving, Gen X! Carpe 
diem, Baby Boomers! The Silent 
Generation is waiting for you.  

 

Family interviews may provide you not only with personal memories and the opportunity to 
learn more about your family history, but also to collect valuable information and tools for 
future genealogical research. (Photo by edenpictures on Creative Commons)

ROBBIE GORR is 
an amateur  
genealogist and 
historian who 
continues to enjoy 
the thrill of the 
search and the ex-

hilaration of discovery and, of course, 
writing about his experiences.
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Finding Hidden Fathers
Ed Storey looks at English records that may help you  
to locate a missing father in your tree

When we started on our gene-
alogical journey, it seemed 

pretty easy. Census and other 
sources made it easy to begin 
the tree. As time as passed, how-
ever, the path has gotten steeper. 
In fact, there are some myster-
ies. One of these can sometimes 
be in the form of a great- 
grandfather or further back who 
has not been found. In some re-
spects, this can be the toughest 
part of family research. Fortu-
nately, there are some arrows in 
your quiver that you might not 
have considered. Here we will 
look at some of these and how to 
apply them.

First, we all need to recognize 
this is going to be tough. There 
are no guarantees. Trees can of-
ten be more complex than we 
first recognize. Some people went 
to lengths to obscure the truth. 
However, clues are out there and 
each needs to be considered. We 
will start with the information 
found in traditional sources and 
end with DNA assistance.

The place to start is with what 
you know. Begin with the obvi-
ous records. Look for marriage 
records for the mother, keeping 
in mind she could have been 
married twice, could have been 
married in a non-typical church 
or in a place different than you 
might expect. If you are fortu-
nate enough to have access to a 
family bible, go over it carefully 
and look for anything that is not 
clear. Someone might have left a 
clue, perhaps in small writing. 

Next, look at birth/baptism 
records. There might be more 
than one source for these. Both 
church and civil records could be 
available. In England, the origi-
nal church record was copied 
and forwarded to higher authori-
ties as a Bishop’s Transcript. Try 
to find the original instead of the 
transcript. Look, too, at the civil 
record, if available. Again, in 
England, the father’s profession 

is requested when the birth is re-
corded. Thus, there would have 
been more incentive to include 
the father’s name. 

It is also possible that women, 
in an interest to preserve their 
propriety, could have added 
names to records, such as listing 
a father when they got married. 
They might not have told their 
intended husband or his family 
all of the details or they could 

When no father is listed and the child has the surname of the mother, we can be fairly sure the 
parents were unmarried. (From the GRO office)

Here is a page from a Bishop Transcript showing two spinsters who brought their child for 
baptism. You can see the child was given the surname of the mother. There is no clue about the 
father. (From Ancestry.com)
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have made up a father. To search 
this out, go back to look at the 
birth/baptism records. If the 
mother was recorded as a spin-
ster or the child seems to have 
the mother’s surname, these are 
clues that the parents were not 
married. 

A will might be the next place 
to look. If one exists, it can pro-
vide a lot of clues. For the moth-
er, she could have mentioned 
the father, if they still had a rela-
tionship. For the father, he could 
have left something to his child. 
There were often regulations 
that prohibited illegitimate chil-
dren from receiving a pension, 
but anyone can leave their own 
assets to anyone else. I have seen 
instances where fathers admitted 
illegitimate offspring in a will. It 
is also possible that something 
was left to the child, without 

mentioning the relationship in 
the will. Isabella Blakey was born 
20 July 1811 and the birth re-
cord only mentions her mother. 
In William Grey’s will he leaves 
a bequest to his illegitimate 
daughter, Isabella.

If the child is in a tree at Ances-
try, be sure to look at every other 
tree with the same child or with 
the mother in it. Some other tree 
maker could have additional in-
formation. I go through all of the 
“green leaves” and even write to 
anyone with the child in a tree, 
public and private. Many will 
not reply, but I want to be sure I 
have not missed anything. Simi-
larly, look at trees on other sites.

To me, these are the types of 
documents with the greatest 
chance of assisting in the nam-
ing of the father. I once saw the 
child who was with an aunt 

when the census enumerator 
came calling. The aunt gave the 
child an unusual middle name, 
which might have been a clue, 
but this is probably uncommon. 
If there is still no resolution of 
the father’s name, the next step 
is to move to less obvious.

Before about 1880, most people 
traveled by foot. Thus, the size 
of their world was limited. Peo-
ple they knew or courted were 
mostly within walking distance. 
This can be a help when looking 
for a father. It is likely he and the 
mother were located in the same 
vicinity. Start with the birthplace 
of the baby. This could be near 
the church where the baby was 
baptized; where the birth was 
registered; or where the parents 
of the mother lived. A census 
is a good place to look for loca-
tions, but it needs to have been 

Near the end, William Grey chose to come clean in his will. He both named his illegitimate child and left her a bequest.  
(From the collection of Durham University)

Alice, my great grandmother, was born to unmarried Mary Ann Dann. On her marriage record, there is a made-up father, John Dann who did not 
exist. Most likely, this was done just to avoid questions. (From the GRO office)
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enumerated close to the birth 
date. It was not uncommon for 
a girl from a poor family to have 
taken a job as a live-in domestic 
servant away from home, with 
“situations” for which she might 
not have been prepared.

From the location, try to de-
termine eligible men close to the 
age of the mother. Again, a cen-
sus or a city directory could be a 
help. City directories mostly do 
not include agricultural labor-
ers or those with day jobs. For 
larger cities, this might not be 
practical. In Ancestry, consider 
a search with location and birth 
date, but no name. If you can 
make a practical list, check their 
names in Ancestry trees with a 
DNA match to you. Remember, 
DNA does not lie. A match is 
not proof, but it can point to 
someone to study further. 

At this point, it might be pru-
dent to consider two additional 
issues. First, anyone further back 
than a great grandparent will 
be getting tough to find. There 
might not be enough DNA to 
ensure a good match. Second, 
keep in mind there might be 
more than one instance of “ex-
tra” DNA that has unexpect-
edly made its way into your 
tree. Some have estimated that 
about 7% of ancestral births 
were to unmarried women. I 
cannot verify this percent, but it 
points to the possibility of other 
DNA sources you might not ex-
pect. Either of these complica-
tions could make the task much 
tougher.

The Leeds Method takes DNA 
results from many people who 
are a match to you and puts 
them in clusters. That is, taking 
all DNA matches and putting 
those with common matches 
together. The details are beyond 
the scope of this article, but 
firms like Genetic Affairs can 

provide further direction. The 
value is that it allows matches to 
be sectioned off into branches, 
so that we can have an idea how 
each DNA match is related to us. 

The benefit for such a prob-
lem as this is that the unknown 
parent will likely show up in a 
small block, with no matches 
to anyone else. Since the un-
known father is not in the tree 
of known ancestors, his matches 
will not cluster with anyone else 
in your matches. Ancestors who 

were married are likely to be in 
the trees of other DNA matches 
and will therefore show as hav-
ing more matches in your clus-
tering list. If there were public 
marriage records, it is likely 
other genealogists would have 
had the couple in their trees. An 
unknown father has not made 
it into the trees of anyone else, 
other than those who know 
they are descendants.

Many people search for com-
mon names when perusing old 
records for ancestors. The reality  

is that surname spelling was 
so fluid that it is easy to err. I 
believe locations are easier to 
search as the spelling is more 
likely to be unchanging and 
period maps are available. Still, 
where someone thought they 
lived and where the church was 
located could be different. The 
recorder of the baptism might 
have written down the location 
of the church instead of where 
the mother lived. She could 
have even been staying away 
until the baby was born.

In my case, a great great-grand-
father is quite far back and had 
only little DNA passed down 
for me to find him. When this 
is combined with no good luck 
in finding another tree with an-
cestors from the same location, 
I do not have the help of others. 
I even had a birth midway be-
tween census locations, so it is 
hard to establish a likely village 
where the mother and father 
were both at the same time.

Thus, we have looked at sev-
eral ways to search for the iden-
tity of a missing father. It should 
be apparent that no method is 
foolproof and it is possible to 
fail, even after looking at all of 
them. I am still searching for the 
missing father in my tree, made 
harder because he is so far back. 
You may be more fortunate. To 
get started, try to apply some of 
the same methods to a parent 
whose identity you know. That 
way you can see what works 
best for you. Remember that ge-
nealogy is a journey without an 
end to it.  

ED STOREY and his 
wife, Nancy, live in 
Falcon, Colorado 
where he works 
on the brick walls 
in his own family 
history. 
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PERSONALITY TRAITS

Piecing Together  
the Puzzles of Personality
Sue Lisk looks for the clues that will help us piece together 
an ancestor’s personality

Trying to discover our ances-
tors in diverse genealogical 

sources and confirm that they 
are who we think they are is of-
ten no easy matter.

After a long bout of research, 
I’ve even imagined finding my-
self face to face with a supposed 
ancestor, and after asking the 
person to confirm his or her 
identity, being told: “I Am Who 
I Am”. Although this response 
does have a biblical precedent 
in God’s answer to Moses in the 
story of the burning bush, in this 
case, the answer just isn’t good 
enough. 

I want a name. But I really 
want more than a name. I want 
to have some idea of what the in-
dividual was like. I want details 
about my ancestor’s personality.

Where can we look for clues? 
Where can we find these stray 
puzzle pieces so we can try to see 

To sell effectively, one has to be 
a good conversationalist, have a 
quick mind, and be persuasive. I 
noticed that he did change jobs 
rather frequently, but he consis-
tently accepted jobs within the 
world of sales. 

Another relative was an inven-
tor who held dozens of patents. 
Within his technical field, he was 
obviously creative. He obtained 
his first patent at a young age 
and continued to apply for oth-
ers throughout his life. I could 

how they might fit together? 
I’ll share a few ideas you might 

work with and expand upon in 
your own quest for answers.

Clues Via Occupations  
and Responsibilities
If you can determine your rela-
tive’s occupations or responsi-
bilities, at any point throughout 
the person’s life, the information 
may provide some insight into 
qualities or tendencies the per-
son may have had.

I knew from several censuses 
and newspaper articles that one 
of my ancestors worked at cer-
tain periods as a travelling sales-
man. He also worked in sales 
within businesses in contexts 
that put him in direct contact 
with his potential clients on a 
regular basis. Although he may 
have hated his job, he was prob-
ably at least somewhat outgoing. 

Some puzzle pieces may not fit together  
as easily as one might assume. W.F.  
Herrick’s 1990 “Democracy” sculpture 
outside Courthouse Plaza in Burlington, VT, 
Carol M. Highsmith. (Library of Congress)

Not everyone with a particular occupation  
will have the type of personality often  
associated with the job. A salesman shouts 
code messages to a bookkeeper in back once 
a sale of lobsters has been made, c. 1939, 
Edward Lynch. (Library of Congress)
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almost picture him counting the 
number of patents he had, trying 
to break his own record. 

In speaking about this indi-
vidual to his grandson and his 
grandson’s spouse, the grand-
son said wistfully, “He was the 
best grandfather anyone could 
ever have.” His wife glanced at 
him sideways and commented, 
“He was a bit of a perfectionist, 
wasn’t he?” Her look said it all. 
I welcomed this unexpected tid-
bit, but also realized that it fit in 
well with the idea of a person 
who worked doggedly to im-
prove his own inventions.  

One of my relatives held nu-
merous positions of importance 
in a small town. When search-
ing in newspapers, I found ref-
erences to him serving on many 
boards and advisory committees. 
He was appointed to be the post-
master of the town. Since the an-
nual salary for this position was 
under $1,000, it meant that the 
Postmaster General would have 
chosen him to fill this role. In 
these instances, the local con-
gressman or townspeople would 

recommend the person they felt 
should be appointed. 

My relative frequently acted 
as a leader in the community. 
I did note that on a number of 
occasions when elections were 
held to fill a position he sought, 
he missed winning by a narrow 
margin. But then, at the next 
opportunity, he would pop up 
again as a candidate. Besides  

being a leader, he may also have 
been quite ambitious.

Another relative, Joseph Phinney  
Lisk, in 1902, published a short 
book titled ABC of the Steam En-
gine: With a Description of the 
Automatic Governor. I wouldn’t 
have expected to learn anything 
personal about him in such a 
work, beyond the fact that he 
was an engineer with technical 
abilities. 

But at one point he writes: 
“Don’t carry a spanner, or a 
socket wrench, over to the win-
dow-sill and leave it there to be 
knocked off later when it can be 
hung in its place on a wrench-
board.” And shortly thereafter, 
he adds the aphorism: “Have a 
place for everything and put ev-
erything in its place.” This man 
was obviously organized and  
expected the same of others.

Hints via Comments  
and Stories
Sometimes, the best way to learn 
about certain aspects of an an-
cestor’s or relative’s personality 
is through the comments or sto-
ries of others. 

A cousin told me that one 
branch of my family included 
some talented gardeners. The fa-
ther of one of our relatives would 
take her to tour botanical gardens 
as a treat and would laugh about 
her “taking ways”. When no one 
was looking, she would pinch off 
seed pods from plants and flow-
ers to take home to plant in her 
own garden. 

Another family member men-
tioned that this relative would 
always take advantage of free 
offerings, including most of the 
packets of sugar, salt and pep-
per from restaurants, which she 
would just sweep into her purse!  
And a relative remembered the 
ill-fitting curtains that hung 
strangely in little windows next 

Inventors are often highly creative. This is what is left of a tri-phibian, a device meant to fly in 
the air, run on the highway, or through the water. This one never really made it off the ground, 
c. 1935. (Library of Congress)

A watchmaker would probably have been 
somewhat detail-oriented. Occupational 
portrait of a watchmaker, ca. 1850.  
(Library of Congress)
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to the fireplace in this woman’s 
home since not enough material 
had been used to make them; 
she felt it was important to con-
serve what one had. 

Nonetheless, my family con-
firmed that this relative could 
also be very generous. But the 
importance of thrift must have 
been drummed into her from an 
early age. 

Some discoveries may come 
via newspaper stories. I found 
several articles that mentioned 
one of my ancestors singing in 
the church choir. Another sto-
ry mentioned him performing  
in sketches and scenes from  
Gilbert and Sullivan’s comic opera,  
Patience; or, Bunthorne’s Bride. 
He must have been unafraid of 
being in front of people in a role 
that would have involved sing-
ing and acting.

When someone tells you a 
story, it’s important to pay atten-
tion to the possible bias of the 
storyteller. An elderly cousin de-
scribed her older sister as having 
been extremely competitive. She 
told me her sister always want-
ed to prove she was better than 
everyone else. She was appar-
ently highly skilled at domestic 
crafts. But she had no interest in 
working outside on the farm as 
did the cousin with whom I was 
conversing. It was obvious that 
the sisters vied with each other 
in many ways. But an outsider 
might not have considered the 
elder sibling to have been uppity 
at all. 

Occasionally, comments may 
reveal the speaker’s view of certain  

tendencies as being characteris-
tic of an entire family unit. 

The family of one of my cous-
ins in Quebec had a tradition of 
decorating their long laneway 
every year for the end-of-year 
holidays. They would run strings 
of lights along the line of trees 
from the house all the way out 
to the road. Quite a number 
of lights would be required to 
cover the distance involved. My 
cousin told me that when they 
first started this practice, his fa-
ther, a Stender in his maternal 
line, commented to his wife 
that maybe they should think 
twice about stringing all those 
lights since it was expensive. His 
wife commented, “Oh, that’s a 
Stender thing.” 

My cousin confirmed that the 
Stenders weren’t stingy, but sim-
ply frugal. I thought about the 
Stenders I had known and had to 
admit there seemed to be some 
truth in that. 

When you’re searching for 
hints about what your ancestors 
and relatives may have been like, 
whether via official records or in-
formal accounts, remember that 
you’ll find only clues. That’s all. 
Even if you had known the in-
dividuals personally, you might 
not have viewed them as others 
did. 

Humans are a complex bunch. 
Given the right circumstances, a 
mild-mannered journalist could 
be temporarily transformed into 
some sort of super hero. You just 
never know.   

 Remember that your ancestors may have displayed particular traits in only certain situations. 
These girls, knowing they had a long, dusty walk ahead of them before reaching a wedding 
venue, demonstrated thriftiness in taking along their good shoes to change into shortly before 
arriving, ca. 1920. (Library of Congress)

Discovering a relative was a suffragette could 
imply that the person had gumption and 
was willing to fight for her rights. A young 
suffragette, c. 1910. (Library of Congress)

SUE LISK, a  
freelance writer, 
genealogist, and 
linguist, is a frequent 
contributor to  
Your Genealogy 
Today and Internet  

Genealogy. She works for a news  
agency in Washington, DC. 
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“Shhhh! I’ll Let You In On a Secret:
Our Female Ancestors Are 
Found in Ledgers” — Part 2
By Diane L. Richard 

Women as Renters
I first came across renters listed in a ledger when I 
was exploring one for the Little Rock Dairy Farm, 
Rocky Mount, NC, ECU, Greenville, NC, https://
digital.lib.ecu.edu/special/ead/findingaids/0563 [this 
ledger is not online]. The impression I have from 
reviewing the entries is that these women were 
working at the dairy, and then paying rent and for 
purchases made from what may be an associated 
store. Though the ledger is associated with a dairy 
farm, it appears that much of the labor was for pick-
ing cotton. Marinia Jackson was a renter who was 
possibly employed to pick cotton and who pur-
chased wood and potatoes. Lydia Hopkins rented 
a house by the week, picked cotton, purchased po-
tatoes, peas, and wood. What a fascinating glimpse 
into their lives.

Millinery Ledger (or similar)
Though general stores, previously discussed, often 
served the function of providing anything some-
one wanted, especially when located in a small or 
more rural community, you did sometimes find a 
dedicated millinery store which sold various mate-
rials for the home sewer and was in the business of  

Lydia Hopkins was a renter, picked cotton, and purchased wood and 
other supplies while also being compensated for work at the Little Rock 
Dairy Farm, Rocky Mount, NC.

LEDGER

In our Your Genealogy Today July/August 2021 

issue, we presented Part I of Diane’s article. If you do 

not have the July/August issue, please visit our store 

at www.yourgenealogytoday.com (US or CDN links) to 

purchase a copy or a PDF edition.
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do and a ledger for the Yadkin Toll Bridge Com-
pany, 1821-18242 includes brothers paying passage 
for sisters, single women, married women, and wid-
ows paying passage for themselves, horses, wagons, 
children, and more.

Textile Mills
The Industrial Revolution explosion meant that 
many went from working at home to working in 
mills, factories, and related, especially in the 20th-
century. Many women and children ended up  

selling hats, veils, baby caps, and other forms of 
headwear; very niche. The customers are listed as 
men and women (Miss and Mrs.), though the items 
were always purchased for the females in the house-
hold (except for baby caps). An 1899 ledger from 
the W.S. Clark store that operated in Tarboro, NC 
[via https://lib.digitalnc.org/record/104390] tells us a 
bit about the sartorial style of these young ladies. 
The 1900 census for Tarboro gives us the household 
of Mersellus L. Hussey (post office clerk) including 
daughters Mattie, Lottie, Lola (possibly the Lila of 
the ledger) and another named Mary.1

Toll Roads, Bridges, Ferries
In the course of living their lives, many women 
needed to use toll roads, bridges and/or ferries to 
get where needs took them. For all the toll roads 
that have existed through time, few records seem to 
survive for those who paid the required tolls. Some 

Mattie, Lottie and Lila Hussey seemed to regularly get hats and related 
materials in 1899 from the W.S. Clark store, Tarboro, NC.

A sampling of tolls for the Yadkin Toll Bridge, 1821-1824, showing 
women paying tolls for themselves, horses, buggies, children, etc.

Ledger example listing mostly women, Fries Textile Mill, Fries, VA.

1 Year: 1900; Census Place: Tarboro, Edgecombe, North Carolina; Page: 14; Enumeration District: 0001; FHL microfilm:  
1241194 via Ancestry.com, www.ancestry.com/imageviewer/collections/7602/images/4117822_00031 

2 Folder 84, V-258/1: Ledger, Collection Number: 00258, Fisher Family Papers, 1758-1896, The Southern Historical  
Collection, Louis Round Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC,  
https://finding-aids.lib.unc.edu/00258/ 
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employed in mills. A sampling from the Fries 
Textile Mill [VA] corroborates that many women 
worked there. To learn more about the Fries Textile 
Mill, check out this Virginia Tech Online exhibit, 
http://digitalsc.lib.vt.edu/exhibits/show/the-only-game-
in-town--a-selec. It will give you contextual informa-
tion relevant to mill workers everywhere.

Undertakers
Though loved ones buried many deceased on the 
family property, others were buried in church and 
community cemeteries, which sometimes required 
an undertaker’s involvement. A frustrating aspect 
of Z.P. Morrison and Sons Undertakers’ records in 
their 1891 ledger3, is that typically men are listed 
as account holders with references to wives, sisters, 
and children with no forenames provided. They 
were clear to point out “colored” individuals, in-
cluding females such as Sallie Bailey.

Voter Registrations
The passage of the 19th Amendment gave “white” 
women the right to vote. This opened up ledgers of 
a different type where women are listed. In contrast 
to the other ledger types discussed, these are govern-
ment-created records and worth mentioning since 
they are often overlooked. Though I have yet to dis-
cover surviving voter registration records for North 
Carolina, detailed lists found for Crenshaw County, 
Alabama, and Dade County, Georgia [via Family-
Search, www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:3QHV- 
83C4-499H-B?i=352&cat=237071] give us a sense of 
these records. Women from their 20s to their seven-
ties are registered to vote for the very first time.

It’s not possible to share examples from all the 
ledgers where women are mentioned. Again, think 
about their lives and pursue these other ledgers, 
which may be relevant such as these select differ-
ent types where I have found women listed.

(1)  documenting liquor sales (besides being  
a  beverage, liquor was a disinfectant,  
medicinal, used as a currency or for  
exchange, and more)

(2)  those of a brickmaker selling bricks to  
households, including female-led ones

(3)  church ledgers which often included  
membership lists

(4)  life insurance ledgers often list wives as  
beneficiaries for their husbands’ policy

(5)  slave insurance ledgers do list some enslaved 
women as the focus of life insurance policies

(6)  insane asylum ledgers, private sanitoriums, 
and other health-related establishments  
often have records found in private collec-
tions and provide us access to information 
on patients, including women, the name 
of the associated correspondent, admission 
dates, and frequently a death date (pre-vital 
records) if the patient died while under care

(7)  lumber ledgers will list women who have 
sold lumber rights on their land or need 
planks created from provided timber, etc.

(8)  ledgers of midwives obviously reflect a  
female-run “business” where the women 
were the recipient of the services provided 
though it’s not unusual for these ledgers to 
list the husbands as they were who was  
responsible for paying the charges owed

(9)  ledgers associated with businesses tied to ports 
and seafaring/mariner-associated businesses

(10) post office ledgers as previously discussed in 
Researching Postal Records, Diane L. Richard, 

3 Florence-Lauderdale Public Library, Alabama, FLPL Digital Archive,  
https://cdm15947.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/Businesses/id/1370/rec/1

Entry for Sallie Bailey, col[ored] in the 1891 Z.P. Morrison and Sons 
Undertaker’s ledger, Florence, Alabama.

Some of the women of Dade County, GA, registering to vote for the 
first time, starting in 1922.
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Your Genealogy Today, November/December 
2017, where we can learn personal details 
about religion, politics, hobbies, occupations, 
and more

(11) stock mark ledgers as previously discussed 
in Stock Marks Aren’t Just Animal Brands – 
Use them to Identify People Also!, Diane L. 
Richard, Internet Genealogy, April/May 2017 
where women are listed getting stock marks 
in their own right or initiated by a father or 
mother

(12) saw and grist mill ledgers sometimes list 
women as weavers (probably to construct 
bags to hold the ground material), purchas-
ing supplies (as an essential community 
business, it would not be unusual for them 
to also serve in a limited capacity as a general 
store), have corn ground, etc.

(13) what other types of ledgers might list women?

Many other types of ledgers have not yet been  
explored by me, which document women! You 
will want to research into ledgers to learn intimate  
details about your female ancestors. I hope by now 
that you are convinced that ledgers just might  
reveal some interesting insights into your female 
ancestors! 

Locating Ledgers
Ledgers and similar are found both online and  
offline, with many more only available offline. 
We can use online resources to determine their  
existence. 

Archivegrid 
https://beta.worldcat.org/archivegrid
Think of it as a catalog for archival and manuscript 
collection finding aids. Not all are included, but 
many are!

Archive Card Catalogs
Not all archives/manuscript collections (Federal, 
State, Regional, County, Private, Museum, etc.)  

currently participate with ArchiveGrid. If not in-
cluded in Archivegrid, search its dedicated catalog 
to discover its holdings.

Libguides
Check out this community, https://community.lib 
guides.com, where archivists, librarians, and other 
professionals are letting you know about resources 
relevant to an impressive array of topics.

Digital Public Library of America (DPLA)
https://dp.la
It is a massive clearinghouse of about 42 million 
images, texts, videos, and sounds from across  
the United States and includes ledgers. It will  
direct you to the “home” repository for any found 
material.

Google™ (aka web browser) Searching
Don’t forget to do general internet searching. 
When I search for ledgers and a location, I often 
stumble across genealogy or history society news-
letters, blog posts, webpages, etc., where business 
ledgers/accounts are abstracted or transcribed. For 
example, the Magazine of Virginia Genealogy has a 
series of articles on the “Accounts from the Store 
of Thomas Partridge & Co., Hanover Co., Virginia,  
1734-1756,” where women are listed. These are 
very helpful since we can now easily search on the 
customers’ names, especially if the original ledger 
does NOT have an index, which is very common. 

Often successful ArchiveGrid and manuscript 
collection finding aids search terms:

• Ledgers • Accounts
• Lists  • Members

Select search results on DPLA for ledgers between 1776-1830
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regarding purchases by Mrs. Ann Townsend.
Additionally, I struggled to identify business  

ledgers for women business owners beyond those 
of midwives. We know women-owned and run 
businesses existed – for example, many women did 
become postmasters and hence would have had a 
need to maintain records. So, don’t let my lack of 
success in documenting ledgers for women-owned 
businesses deter you from looking. As more find-
ing aids are created and/or become digitized and 
more original ledgers themselves are digitized, 
we’ll continue to find women well-documented in 
this record type.

Conclusions
If you are researching the women in your tree, you 
will not regret looking at ledgers. Yes, there might 
be a few ledgers you might skip, such as a ledger 
of mine workers or some other job dominated by 
men at the time, but as far as a community busi-
ness, to me, they are all fair game, and I haven’t 
found one, that I remember, that does not list 
women. These are a type of record where so many 
in a community are listed, including the women. 
Given that women are often not documented in 
official/government records, private collections 
fill an essential gap when exploring women’s 
lives. Even if you don’t find entries for your fam-
ily, you’ll undoubtedly gain some perspective on 
the community in which they lived. And, don’t 
assume that everyone just transacted business in 
their county or even state! Lastly, as usual, just  
because the examples in this article are mostly 
from NC, ledgers are something that I have found 
surviving for every state, though not necessarily 
for every county. Go look!   

It ends up that this publication is available through  
Ancestry.com ($), giving us multiple ways to access 
this information.

I have also found that other researchers are as  
fascinated as I am by ledgers, and they may include 
references to ledgers they have accessed, such as for 
the Store of Thomas Patridge & Co, and even pro-
vide images of select entries.

Extensive Online Digital Collections  
Which Include Ledgers (NC as an example)
Repositories vary in the degree to which they have 
placed material online. I am fortunate that NC has 
put a lot of material online, including ledgers and 
records of accounts. Two of the sizeable online  
collections, as examples, are:

(1) DigitalNC, www.digitalnc.org – Original  
materials from over 270 libraries, museums, 
and archives across North Carolina. It is  
continually expanding.

(2) North Carolina Digital Collections,  
https://digital.ncdcr.gov – contains almost 
110,000 historic & recent photographs, state 
government publications, manuscripts, and 
other North Carolina content from the State 
Archives and the State Library of North  
Carolina. It is continually expanding.

It is important to remember that not all descrip-
tions are created equal. Via Archivegrid, you ex-
plore finding aids designed by unique institutions 
using their own methodology, though sometimes 
employing widely available templates. These find-
ing aids are also created by multiple archivists 
through time and so reflect their idiosyncrasies. 
This means that what information is or is not in-
cluded in any finding aid versus catalog descrip-
tion versus ArchiveGrid can vary. So, if you see 
a location or family name or trade/business that 
seems relevant, look closer at the information 
about it. For example, the New York Historical  
Society has an item – Ledger, 1821-1823, Solomon 
Townsend 1805-1880, yet the detailed description 
has “Ledger, 1821-1823, recording personal and 
business transactions, as well as the accounts of 
Mrs. Ann Townsend.” So, the ledger doesn’t just 
document Solomon’s business and includes details 
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Letters Corresponding  
to Genealogy
Joe Grandinetti says letters home by Irish emigrants  
have a unique relevance to genealogy

A project is underway to digitize thousands of letters that were 
penned to loved ones back home by Irish emigrants, spanning 

from the 17th through the mid-20th century. This trove was gath-
ered by Kerby Miller, a Professor Emeritus with the University of 
Missouri. Professor Miller is a noteworthy author on the subject of 
Irish immigration who began collecting the letters in the 1970s. His 
method was/is to copy, transcribe, and return the precious originals to 
their owners. He recently donated 50 archive boxes to The National 
University of Ireland at Galway for digitization with anticipation of 
eventual access through an online database. The material includes let-
ters, other handwritten memorabilia, and photos. The letters carry 
unique relevance to genealogy. For the lucky kin of the writers, there’s 
a chance to extract valuable family information and intimately peek 
into their forebears’ mindset. For others, the collection can provide 
perspective on the likely similar experiences and sentiments of their 
own immigrant ancestors.

“One of the Girls is Coming…” 
A couple of old letters did exactly that for me. My grandmother, Anne 
McGill, left Leaconnell, near Ardara in county Donegal, Ireland in 

1926. She was the only one of 
nine siblings to make the long 
voyage to the U.S. and I hadn’t 
known many particulars. Cous-
ins in Ireland said they’d heard 
“Auntie Annie” was a lovely girl 
for whom it was arranged to 
emigrate to stay with the fam-
ily of “Uncle Jack.” Scant else 
was known, due to the passing 
of so much time and Grandma’s 
contemporaries. About 15 years 
ago, the U.S. Citizenship and Im-
migration Services at www.uscis.
gov/records/genealogy came to my 
rescue. For a fee, they undertook 
a search and located my grand-
mother’s Visa File. Visa Files per-
tained to immigrants admitted 
for permanent residence during 
the 1924 to 1944 timeframe and 
tend to contain large amounts of 
biographical information. The 
high-resolution digital copy they 
sent me comprised about 20 
documents including a photo, 
her baptismal certificate, notes 
from acquaintances attesting to 
her good character, and an af-
fidavit from a (previously unbe-
knownst) second cousin - John 
McNealis in Nanticoke, Penn-
sylvania. At the end of the file, 
there were also two telltale let-
ters from the autumn of 1925.

A mail cart in Connemara, county Galway, 
Ireland in 1892 (Wikimedia Commons)
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It turned out that Cousin John McNealis was 
the “Uncle Jack” mentioned by the Irish cous-
ins. John’s wife, Margaret, penned both letters to 
Anne’s mother, Great Grandma Mary Ann Brogan  
McGill. The first in response to her asking if one 
of her seven daughters could leave Ireland to stay 
with their McNealis cousins and the second, re-
garded coordinating for the same. Much like a 
“quick” phone call with my mother, the brief let-
ters squeezed in remarks on the deaths of relatives, 
an upcoming wedding anniversary, names and ages 
of children, etc. There’s also profound hospitality, 
as Margaret wrote, “we will pay all expenses from 
here…and will have the ticket sent to you,” adding, 
“you don’t know how glad I am for Jack’s sake that 
he has heard from you and that one of the girls 
is coming.” Family details in the letters sparked 
breakthroughs. I confirmed that John McNealis’ 
grandmother, Mary Scanlon, and Anne’s grand-
mother, Bridget Scanlon, were sisters. This led to 
finding the 1875 church marriage record of John’s 
grandparents, Mary Scanlon and James McNealis, in  
Ardara, county Donegal. By 1877, the couple was 
in Nanticoke, Pennsylvania, as the birth of their 
first child was then and there. Nearly 50 years later, 
the extended McNealis family remained Grandma’s 
closest relatives in the U.S. and formed a link in 
her delayed case of “chain migration.” Although I’d 
known when she emigrated, the letters’ contents 
revealed “how, why, where” as well as “who” wel-
comed Grandma Anne upon arrival.

Dear John Letters and Lyrics 
The song Kilkelly Ireland has hauntingly poignant 
lines of a family’s immigration story told through 
a series of letters over a few decades in the mid/
late 1800s. Hear a rendition at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2Pjzu7DcRzc. Written by Peter Jones, the 
song was inspired by a stack of correspondence 
from Ireland he found in his parents’ attic. Most 
of it was sent by his great great grandfather, Bryan  
Hunt, to his son John – Peter’s immigrant great 
grandfather. Patrick McNamara, local schoolmas-
ter and close friend, did the bulk of the writing on 
Bryan’s behalf. The lyrics, and more so the letters, 
overflow with births, marriages, deaths, and vari-
ous goings on in the rural Irish life of John’s fam-
ily and neighbors in and around Urlaur, just east 
of the larger town of Kilkelly in county Mayo. The 
writings began in 1858, shortly after John’s emigra-
tion and ended in February 1893, with the news 
of Bryan Hunt’s death. The transcribed letters are 
at www.mayo-ireland.ie/en/towns-villages/kilkelly/hist 
ory/kilkelly-ireland.html. 

As an illustrative exercise, I sought to connect 
some people, places, and dates mentioned in the 
correspondence back to genealogically-relevant 
documents. Using free online (and predominantly 
Irish) resources, my searches yielded the following:

l  Bryan Hunt married Elizabeth Kelly on February 2, 
1826, in the parish of Kilmovee, county Mayo  
as seen in the Catholic parish registers at  
https://registers.nli.ie/. 

l  Bryan Hunt is listed as a tenant with 35 acres of 
land, a house, and outbuildings at “map reference 
55” in Urlaur, county Mayo per the 1857 Griffith’s 
Valuation records at www.askaboutireland.ie/
griffith-valuation/. The map reference is for  
detailed Ordnance Survey maps, accessible at 
the site, permitting a view of the Hunt property’s 
boundaries. Bryan’s letters gave regular insight  
on life as a tenant farmer in terms of the weather, 
harvests, prices of crops and livestock, etc. In  
January 1859 he wrote, 

 “Potato rates at 4s and meal 11s and pigs and 
cattle cheap oats about 18s…no frost or snow  
during this winter,” in late summer of the same year, 
“Regarding our crops, this year they are pretty  
fair, but the potatoes are not very large owing I 
suppose to the long drought of last summer, but 
what is lost in size is made up in substance.” 

l  John Hunt, age 20 is on the manifest of the ship, 
Webster, arriving in New York in October 1857. He’s 
with John Connor, a fellow Irishman of the same 

An October 18, 1925 letter from a cousin in Nanticoke, Pennsylvania 
to my great grandmother, Mary Ann Brogan McGill in Leaconnell, 
county Donegal, Ireland concerning the upcoming arrival of my  
grandmother, Anne McGill. (Images courtest of author)
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age. Bryan’s first letter in January 1858 commented 
on John’s recent emigration, and asks if his  
“comrade boy John O’Connor,” is “still along  
with you or not?” The letter’s date and Bryan’s  
naming of John’s travelling companion were 
crucial to zeroing in on “our” John Hunt, among 
several others of the same name emigrating  
during the timeframe. The manifest was accessed 
at www.familysearch.org.

l  Patrick O’Donnell married Catherine Hunt (John’s 
sister) on January 28, 1859, as entered in the  
registers for the parish of Kilmovee, viewable at 
https://registers.nli.ie/. Bryan’s September 1859  
letter reported,

 “Catherine got married last Shrovetide to Cor O’ 
Donnell’s son of Cloonama…Pat O’Donnell  
whom you know I suppose and I am very well 
satisfied with the place she got, they are agreeing 
remarkably well together…”

l  Eliza Hunt (John’s mother) died on November 13, 
1872, per the civil death records at www.irishgene 
alogy.ie/en/. On December 2, 1872, Bryan woefully 
wrote, 

 “In a deplorable state. We write these lines letting 
ye know the sad news that has befallen us  
regarding the death of your affectionate mother, 
who departed this life on the morning of the 13th  
of the last month…”

l  Bryan Hunt died on July 10, 1892, aged 94 in  
Urlaur, per the civil death records at www.irish 
genealogy.ie/en/. In the final Kilkelly letter, John’s 
brother relayed details of their father’s passing, 

 “…he always felt uneasy about you and brother 
Michael and your families until he departed, he 

kept praying and calling for you, he was in very 
good health until about 2 months before he died…
He was entered in the churchyard of Aughamore 
along with mother may the Lord have mercy on 
their souls.”

l  Patrick McNamara, faithful scribe and friend,  
appeared in the 1901 Census in Urlaur with children 
and wife, Catherine, who in an 1872 letter, Bryan 
identified as “Catherine Finen from near Loughglun.” 
Irish Censuses are at www.census.nationalarchives.
ie/. (For kicks, I located Patrick and Catherine’s 
February 1872 civil marriage certificate at  
www.irishgenealogy.ie/en/, where she’s indeed 
“Catherine Finane” of Ballyglass – near Loughglinn, 
just across the county Roscommon border.)

Push the Envelope  
– Find Your Family Letters
The Kilkelly Ireland dispatches are an undoubted-
ly extreme example of the cross section of letter- 
writing and genealogy. Take inspiration from them 
in your roots pursuits. Get the word out to relatives 
that you’re accepting deliveries of historic clan  
correspondence. Follow the lead of Professor Miller; 
make quality scans/copies, transcribe, return the 
originals to the rightful owner, archive, and share 
accordingly.   

A snippet from the marriage register in the Catholic parish of Kilmovee, 
county Mayo. The last entry is that of Patrick O’Donnell and Catherine 
Hunt (John’s sister) on January 28, 1859. (Image accessed at  
https://registers.nli.ie)

The 1901 Irish Census for the household of Patrick McNamara, the 
faithful scribe and loyal friend of the Hunt family, in Urlaur, county 
Mayo. (Image accessed at www.census.nationalarchives.ie)
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Us and Them
Stephen L. W. Greene looks at why it’s important to go beyond 
the bounds of your own family when doing genealogy research

The most profound difference 
in most people’s percep-

tion of genealogy is the yawn-
ing chasm between “us” and 
“them”. “Us”, your family, is 
inherently interesting precisely 
because it’s your family. “Them”, 
everyone else’s family, is not be-
cause it’s someone else’s. Healing 
this divide requires recognizing 
the singularity of human quali-
ties in all people, including your 

family and all others.
Easier said than done. We all 

grow up ensconced in the pri-
macy of our own kin. There’s   
“Mom” and “Pop”, “Brother” 
and “Sis”. Sure, other people 
sooner or later worm their way 
in, but they never achieve the 
primacy nor permanency of 
these original ones. Our fascina-
tion with our own family stems 
from this fact, and conditions 

our outlook on our present, fu-
ture, and, most importantly for 
genealogy, our past.

If I learned someone else’s 
great-grandfather was a “Grand 
Poobah” of a national organi-
zation, I would just yawn; yet  
when I learned my own great-
grandfather, Dr. J.C. Richards 
(1842-1892), was Supreme Medi-
cal Examiner of the Equitable Aid 
Union, I was enthralled, and mo-
tivated to spend hours discover-
ing more about him and this  
organization. Multiply that truth 
many times over, and eventually 
you discover countless details 
about your relatives, providing 
insight into your world and ones 
that existed long before you were 
born.

Best of all, it’s painless in-
formation because no one had 
to drill it into your head. You, 
yourself, were motivated to ac-
quire it. And once obtained, this 
genealogical info made you feel 
better as a person and a mem-
ber of an extended family and a 
greater society. That’s the beauty 
of genealogy, a Yeatsian perne in 
a gyre, an ever-widening spiral 
search for knowledge tethered 
by the requisites of familial re-
lationships. A relative can vivify 
an historical event simply by 
having co-existed with it. Yet, it 
behooves you to move beyond 
these family ties while sustaining 
them. By expanding your field of 

The author’s great-grandfather,  
Dr. J.C. Richards. (Author’s Collection)
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enquiry, by assuming more van-
tage points of view, you include 
more experiences to aggregate 
more truths with greater impact 
on your awareness.

Genealogy has surged in pop-
ularity over the past few years. 
Time Magazine says it’s the  “sec-
ond most popular hobby in the 
US, after gardening”, and sup-
posedly ancestry websites are 
now the second most visited cat-
egory on the Internet, right after 
pornography. That just goes to 
show you, whichever place you 
frequent, you get to witness a 
whole bunch of begetting.

There was a time when people 
confused a genealogist with a 
geologist or a gynecologist, but 
those days are gone. Thanks 
to television, genealogy shows 
where celebrities like Meryl 
Streep, Queen Latifah, and Bernie  
Sanders are bombarded with 
little known details about their 
past, and earlier shows like Roots: 
The Saga of an American Family  
by Alex Haley, an account of his 
family’s descent from the African 
tribesman Kunta Kinte, many 
people have been inspired to 
study their own family lines.

Genealogy’s benefits are ex-
plained over and over: it promotes  
self-awareness and self-identity, 
especially in the younger genera-
tion, they trace serious medical 
conditions through your family 
to determine your risk factor, and 
they pinpoint relatives in history 
to associate them with impor-
tant events in the past. Whether 
genealogy actually does all that 
is open to debate, but it certainly 
can’t hurt to consider what your 
relatives have accomplished.

First, you have to locate your 
relatives in the past. NPR’s Talk 
of the Nation neatly summed up 
the difference between nowa-
days and the past: “Genealogy 
used to be a matter of dusty  

records, family Bibles, and mari-
time manifests. And frustrated by 
dim memories, distant archives, 
faded records, and unidentified 
photos, more than a few have 
put the search aside for another 
day.” It is considerably easier 
now with the advent of the per-
sonal computer and the internet 
where anyone can easily spend 
hours roaming in search of long-
lost grandparents and cousins. 
And, best of all, if you already 
have a computer and an online 
connection, it doesn’t cost you a 
dime.

The 1985 death of my mother 
crystalized my mind about gene-
alogy. That event divided my life 
into two parts: before and after. 
It was that profound. Not only 

did I immediately miss her, I also 
profoundly regretted not having 
asked her more about her back-
ground: her childhood years, 
how she had met my father, etc.

She was quite a character.  For 
example, when she was newly  
divorced, she no longer had a  
male escort. As a result, she was 
barred from attending the Sat-
urday Night Dance at her coun-
try club. She fought back by  
securing a life size cardboard  
Mr. Schweppes from a local li-
quor store and taking him as 
her date for the evening. Need-
less to say, the country club’s 
bigwigs didn’t see the humor in 
the prank, but could do little be-
cause most of the other women 
sided with her.

Photo of author’s mother with “cardboard date” Mr. Schwepps. Author’s Collection
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I spent a lot of time lament-
ing how little I knew about her. 
I finally came to the conclusion 
I needed hard evidence about 
her life. My quest for genealogy 
commenced.

Genealogy, like history, de-
pends on facts. For my PhD, I 
had undertaken a study of a Thai 
king in the early 20th century. I 
had to learn a very difficult for-
eign language to do it. Much of 
what I did, I now realize, was to 
seek out the king’s genealogy. By 
the end of my six-year quest to 
figure him out, I had compiled 
boxes full of index cards since 
there were no computers back 
then. Yes, sad as it may sound, I 
knew more about the Sixth King 
of the Chakri Dynasty in Siam 
than I did about my own mother.

Not for long. I soon decided 
to apply the same zeal I had ex-
ercised in my historical pursuits 
of that patriarch to discovering 
more about the greatest ma-
triarch I had ever known. My 
mother’s birth, death, the in- 
between years: I laid out the 
whole territory in my mind for 
me to traverse.

And what a cast of characters 
I encountered along the way. 
Many of them I was re-discov-
ering. I had known their names, 
places and roughly where they 
fit into the scheme of things. But 
now I was pinning down details, 
seeing first where they fit in with 
my mother, then with myself, 
then with each other and the 
rest of the world.

Photographs are an exceeding-
ly appealing artifact. I inherited 
boxes full of them – again com-
puters weren’t yet in the picture. 
Seeing my mother before I was 
born – decades before I was born 
– filled me with awe and a cer-
tain unease. My birth was by no 
means ordained, as I had naively 
presumed all along. My mother 

could have easily gone in a dif-
ferent direction, married one of 
those other young men in her 
pictures. I heaved a sigh of relief 
when I finally showed up in her 
records to confirm my presence 
on earth.

Why should we be interested 
in our family’s genealogy? Chief 
among the reasons is the sense 
of purpose it imparts upon the 
awareness of where we came 
from. For me, knowing many of 
my ancestors lived a long and 
prominent life in Rhode Island, 
for example, fortifies me. I know 
I’ll never become a force in that 
state – I have never lived there 
and never will – but just know-
ing what my forebears accom-
plished there makes me proud 
of my lineage. It is said if you 
can trace your ancestors back 
eight generations, you’re going 
to meet at least 4,000 people. 
Just imagine all the accomplish-
ments and extraordinary feats 
you will encounter!

You can also discover more 
germane details about your own 
well-being. You can trace serious 
medical conditions to see if they 
could affect your own health.  
At the very least, you’ll gain  
an appreciation of your great-
grandmothers’ ability to bear 
children. Ten or more offspring 
was common before the Ameri-
can Civil War in the 1860s. You 
can’t help but appreciate the for-
titude of these women, related to 
you or not, who, with a limited 
life span and not-so-good medical 
facilities and battered by frequent 
deaths of their offspring, perse-
vered one child after another.

Here are some ideas how to get 
others interested in your genealogy.

l  Write simple stories for your 
grandchildren, outlining 
how their ancestors partici-
pated in historical events.

l  Join Familysearch.com. It’s a 
free site run by the Church 
of Latter-Day Saints.

l  Fill in all the slots in your 
family tree, going as far back 
into history as you can.

l  Request a free calendar of  
the birth, death and,  
marriage dates for all  
your relatives you have  
discovered. It’s a book-size 
PDF calendar with lots of 
color pictures.

l  Order a calendar for all your 
relatives so they can join 
you in celebrating the  
important dates.

Looking back on my family, 
I’m amazed how few descen-
dants I have. My paternal great 
grandfather had five childen. 
Only one of them got married. 
My father had to wait until his 
parents were both 40 years old 
to produce him. On my mother’s 
side, there was just her and her 
sister, who waited most of her 
life to marry an 80-year-old man. 
Needless to say, she bore no chil-
dren. All this lack of siring left me 
with very few relations. And it 
doesn’t bode well for the future. 
My two kids don’t seem inclined 
to have offspring. I could well be 
near the end of my greater fam-
ily line. That thought motivates 
me to fine tune my genealogy 
before it’s too late.   
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PHOTO ANIMATION

Your Ancestors Come to Life
Melody Amsel-Arieli looks at animation technology from  
MyHeritage that can seemingly bring family photos to life
All photos courtesy of author

I know so little about my great-
grandfather, Gavryil Zazulia, 

born around 1830 in Bessarabia, 
part of the Russian Empire. Like 
his neighbors, Gavryil spoke  
Yiddish and lived piously. 
Throughout his lifetime, how-
ever, anti-Semitic acts and re-
strictive legislation became com-
mon. So did pogroms, outbreaks 
of mass, anti-Jewish violence. 
Perhaps that’s why most of 
his children eventually left for 
America. 

True to tradition, scores of  
their children, grandchildren, and 
great-grandchildren are named  

Gary, Gabe, Garrett, Gabriella, 
and Gabriel – in Gavryil’s honor. 
But his genes outlast memory. 
Many of us, studying his poi-
gnant photograph, recognize 
his long fingers and expressive 
eyebrows as our own. If only we 
could have seen Gavryil Zazulia 
in real life. 

Now we can. 
MyHeritage, the leading global  

platform for exploring family 
history, uncovering ethnic ori-
gins, and researching billions  
of related records, offers an 
amazing new technology – Deep 
Nostalgia™. This advanced fe- 
ature animates faces of our 
loved ones in historical photos, 
bringing them “to life”. They  

Gavryil Zazulia colorized photo.

One moment of Gavryil Zazulia’s  
Deep Nostalgia™ animation

Another moment of Gavryil Zazulia’s  
Deep Nostalgia™ animation
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realistically blink, smile, raise 
their eyebrows, and turn their 
heads. Though these move-
ments originate in actual hu-
man gestures (most created by 
employees of MyHeritage), how-
ever, they are not authentic. 
They are technological simula-
tions depicting how a person 
may have moved had his image 
been captured on video.

Explore Deep Nostalgia™, lo-
cated at www.myheritage.com/
deep-nostalgia, by clicking “Up-
load photo,” then choosing a 
file from your computer. Next, 
you’ll be asked to sign up to 
MyHeritage. This is free. (Those 
already having a MyHeritage 
account, once logged in, may 
animate any of their photos 
through the “My Photos” tab.) 

Once a photo is chosen, se-
lect a face to animate. Though 

animation typically takes a few 
seconds, once it is ready, it will 
begin automatically. Hovering 
over the image with your mouse 
will pause the process. Alternate 
gesture sequences, originating 
with pre-recorded driver videos, 
can also be applied by clicking 
the “Animation” drop-down. 

Deep Nostalgia™ works equally  
well on color and black-and- 
white photos. It also works well 
on colorized photos and ones 
restored with MyHeritage Pho-
to Enhancer or MyHeritage in  
Color™, other innovative tech-
nologies. 

To share or copy your origi-
nal photo, its link, or its video  
animation, click on the “ Share” 
icon. Selecting “Download” saves  
the animations in mp4 format. 

Deep Nostalgia™ technology  
can also be accessed on the  

MyHeritage mobile app, available 
at Google Play or the App Store. 
Be sure to use the latest version. 

On both app and computer, 
new users will hit a paywall  
after a few animations. They will 
need a MyHeritage subscription, 
available at various rates, to con-
tinue.

Some may find MyHeritage 
Deep Nostalgia™ animations 
uncanny – though all are pri-
vacy-protected, none are shared 
with third parties, nor owned  
by MyHeritage. Millions more 
find them miraculous.   

MELODY  
AMSEL-ARIELI  
occasionally  
contributes to  
Internet Genealogy 
and Your Genealogy 
Today. 
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Free African Americans of North Carolina, Virginia, and South
Carolina, From the Colonial Period to About 1820. Sixth
Edition, Three-Volume Set
The new Sixth Edition is Paul Heinegg’s most ambitious effort yet
to reconstruct the history of the free African American
communities of Virginia and the Carolinas by looking at the history
of their families. Now published in three volumes, and 400 pages
longer, the new edition consists of detailed genealogies of
hundreds of free black families that originated in Virginia and
migrated to North and/or South Carolina from the colonial period
to about 1820. The families under investigation represent nearly all
African Americans who were free during the colonial period in
Virginia and North Carolina. Like its immediate predecessor, the
Sixth Edition traces the branches of a number of African American
families living in South Carolina, where original source materials
for this period are much scarcer than in the two states to its north.
Researchers will find the names of the more than 13,000 African
Americans encompassed by Mr. Heinegg’s genealogies
conveniently located in the full-name index at the back of each
volume.
ISBN: 9780806359212; Price: $140.00; Pages: xii, 566 (vol. i);
iv, 580 (vol. ii); iv, 586 (vol. iii)

Genealogical Publishing Company
3600 Clipper Mill Rd., Ste 229, Baltimore, MD 21211
Tel: 1-800-296-6687, Web: www.genealogical.com
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Do You Have 
a Disaster 
Plan?
Dave Obee reminds us  
why we should  
be prepared for  
catastrophic events

We’ve all heard the stories 
of courthouses burned or 

flooded, of churches and record 
offices destroyed in war, and of 
family records and photos lost 
for many reasons, from misad-
venture to lack of appreciation 
and everything in between.

We tend to think of these 
things as happening in the dis-
tant past, long before we started 
researching our family histo-
ries. But that is a mistake; there 
are threats all around, and they 
could take away valuable infor-
mation at any time. Never forget 
that.

A few weeks ago, a wildfire 
swept through the British Co-
lumbia village of Lytton, a village 
I’ve been through many times. A 
highlight was the Lytton Chinese  
History Museum, dedicated to 
telling the story of thousands of 
Chinese miners, railway work-
ers, merchants and farmers who 
lived and worked in the area. 
The museum was reduced to 
ash, its precious collection of 
artifacts, documents and photo-
graphs gone. 

In 2020, several small villages  
in eastern Washington state were  
destroyed by fire. In 2018, most of 

Paradise, California was burned 
to the ground, and 85 people 
lost their lives. About 19,000 
structures were lost. Fargo, North 
Dakota has been flooded many 
times, most recently in 2013. 
In 2009, the building housing 
the city archives in Cologne, 
Germany, collapsed. And don’t 
forget that in 1973, a fire at  
the National Personnel Records 
Centre in Missouri destroyed 16 
million to 18 million military  
personnel files.

Think this type of thing will 
not happen to you? Think you 
have a plan to ensure that you 
can get everything out in time? 
Dream on.

Some residents of Lytton were 
trapped, and died in the fire. 
Some of the ones who survived 
did not have time to grab their 
shoes before they ran for their 
vehicles. So no, they did not 
have time to look for photo al-
bums or copy files from their 
computers. 

We are reminded, again and 
again, every year, of the need 
to back up what we have. Those 
who run libraries and archives 
know they should ensure there 
is a copy of every unique item 

that they have. Even the Inter-
net Archive website has offsite 
backups.

So here is a quick recap: Back 
up your database often. Storing 
it in the cloud is good, but an of-
fline copy might still make sense. 
Photos can be copied and backed 
up in Dropbox or other storage 
services. Copies should also be 
left with friends or relatives in 
another state or province. Keep 
the most valuable items close to 
the door, in a box you can carry 
– in the unlikely event that you 
will have time to reach for it. 
Always keep in mind that all of 
the work you have done could be 
taken from you in an instant.

There are two options in the 
event of a disaster, and if you 
do not like option one – plan 
ahead – then you’ll be stuck with  
option two: Panic. 

You’ve been warned. Try op-
tion one. Plan ahead. Start today.  
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TIPS & TRICKS FOR 
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TIPS & TRICKS FOR
ONLINE GENEALOGY
RESEARCH
This addition to our Tracing Your Ancestors
series has been compiled by professional
genealogist and family history researcher,
speaker, and writer and regular Internet
Genealogy author Gena Philibert-Ortega.
Here is some of what is included: The
Anatomy of Genealogy Websites; Accessible
Archives; Online Tree Sites; Facebook for
Genealogy; Fold3.com; Ancestry DNA and
Ancestry.com; FindMyPast; PERSI; American
Ancestors (NEHGS): GenealogyBank;
Newspapers.com: Library of Congress
Chronicling America and more!
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